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Abstract
The design of networks using broadcast media so that every two sites lie on a common link,
subject to constraints on the number of links at each site (degree), and the number of sites
on each link (link size), is examined. A method proposed by Yener et al. is shown to fail,
in general, to achieve the minimum link size for a speci2ed degree constraint. The existence
of (k; n)-arcs in projective planes is employed to improve upon their results. ? 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Yener et al. [29] examine a network design problem and propose an algorithm
for constructing scalable, congestion-free network topologies. They assert that their
technique provides optimal solutions in terms of degree (number of links at a site) and
link size (number of sites on a link). The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, some
relevant literature and combinatorial connections are introduced. Secondly, it is shown
that the algorithm of Yener et al. [29] can fail to produce optimal solutions.
The network design problem of interest is as follows. There are n network sites,
to be connected using multidrop communication links such as Ethernets, token rings,
or any broadcast medium. A link or bus is a subset of the n sites. In order to avoid
congestion due to switching overhead from one link to another, it is required that every
two sites appear together on at least one link. Typically, each site is equipped with a
limited number of communication ports, and hence can appear on at most some 2xed
number r of the links. Similarly, each link has a limit on the number of sites that
it can connect. Reasons for such a limitation include capacity limits, and limits on
acceptable routing delay within the link. With these constraints in mind, the problem
can be informally stated as follows: connect n sites so that every two sites appear
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together on at least one link, subject to the constraint that no link has more than k
sites on it, and no site appears on more than r links.
Problems of this type have been studied extensively. Mickunas [25] considered the
case when k and r are close to equal. Subsequently, Bermond and his colleagues [4
–6] considered general network design problems of this type under the name “bus
interconnection networks”. They are primarily responsible for observing that numer-
ous well-studied combinatorial con2gurations lead to useful solutions to such network
design problems (see also [12,21]).
In order to understand the method of Yener et al. [29] and to comment on it, we
shall require a number of de2nitions which are standard in combinatorial design theory
[7,10], but not common in the vernacular of network design.
A set system of order v is a set V of v elements, together with a collection B of
subsets of V . Each subset B∈B is called a block or line. The set of blocksizes is
K={|B|: B∈B}, and the set of replication numbers is R={|{B : x∈B∈B}| : x∈V}.
A set system (V;B) is a -covering when, for every pair {x; y} ⊆ V , there are at least
 blocks B∈B with {x; y} ⊆ B. When =1, the simpler term covering is employed. In
this language, the network design problem asks for a covering of order n in which the
maximum value in K does not exceed k and the maximum value in R does not exceed r.
The construction of coverings in the literature has focussed on the case where every
pair is covered precisely  times. Then the covering is termed a (K; )-pairwise bal-
anced design, or PBD. When = 1, the simpler notation K-PBD is employed. Within
this class, if we insist that all block sizes are the same (i.e., K={k}), then the PBD is
a (balanced incomplete) block design, or (v; k; )-design. Block designs are the central
objects of study in combinatorial design theory; see [7] for a detailed text and [10] for
a comprehensive handbook. From the given parameters v, k, and , one can readily
determine that all replication numbers are the same value r=(v−1)=(k−1), and that
the number of blocks is b= v(v− 1)=k(k − 1).
Block designs and pairwise balanced designs lead to optimal solutions for the net-
work design problem when k ¡ r [4,5]. When k = r, a speci2c class of block designs
2rst explored in 2nite geometry arises. A block design with k = r and  = 1 is a
projective plane. One can calculate that if k = r = q+ 1, then v= b= q2 + q+ 1, and
hence that a projective plane is a (q2+q+1; q+1; 1)-design. This is called a projective
plane of order q; the reuse of the term ‘order’ unfortunately causes some confusion
with the use of ‘order’ for the number of elements, but the term appears to be 2rmly
entrenched in both usages; context makes the meaning clear.
Projective planes play a central role in the method of Yener et al. [29], and so we
provide a brief overview; see [20] for details. A projective plane of order q exists
whenever q is a prime or a power of a prime (e.g., when q=2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13; 16
and so on). Indeed there is a direct construction of a particular plane for each such
order from the 2nite 2eld of order q; this plane is often denoted PG(2; q) and called the
desarguesian projective plane of order q. Projective planes are not known for orders
having two distinct prime factors, and the Bruck–Ryser–Chowla theorem (see, e.g.
[7,20]) establishes that for certain orders no projective plane can exist. The 2rst two
orders excluded are 6 and 14. A large exhaustive computer search established that there
is no projective plane of order 10 [22]. However, the general situation for orders that
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are not powers of a prime is not well understood. Indeed, the existence of projective
planes of in2nitely many orders remains unsettled, with the smallest open cases being
for orders 12 and 15. Although the only planes known have orders that are prime
powers, not all known planes are the desarguesian planes from the 2nite 2eld. Indeed
when q¿ 9 and q is a second or higher power of a prime, there exist more than one
projective plane of order q. At present, when q is a prime, the only plane known is
the desarguesian one.
Desarguesian planes inherit a rich structure from the underlying 2nite 2eld [18,20].
We introduce one of the known properties of PG(2; q), and introduce further properties
later as needed. The desarguesian projective plane of order q can be represented with
elements Zq2+q+1 (the integers modulo q2+q+1), so that whenever B={b0; : : : ; bq} is a
block, so also is B+1={b0+1; : : : ; bq+1}, with all computations in the integers modulo
q2+q+1. For each block B={b0; : : : ; bq}, we 2nd that {bi−bj: 06 i; j6 q and i = j},
arithmetic modulo q2 + q+1, contains every nonzero integer in Zq2+q+1. Hence, every
nonzero diMerence arises exactly once as the diMerence modulo q2 + q + 1 of two
elements in B. A set with this property is called a di3erence set over Zq2+q+1. To
recover all blocks of the plane, simply add i to each element of B modulo q2+q+1, for
each i∈Zq2+q+1. Some small diMerence sets are {1,2,4} modulo 7 for q=2, {0,1,3,9}
modulo 13 for q=3, {3,6,7,12,14} modulo 21 for q=4, {1,5,11,24,25,27} modulo 31
for q= 5, and {1,6,7,9,19,38,42,49} modulo 57 for q= 7.
2. The Method of Yener, Ofek, and Yung
Returning to the network design problem, practical concerns dictate that the replica-
tion number r be a 2xed small number, while the blocksize k can be potentially much
larger than r. Since block designs and PBDs always have k6 r by Fisher’s inequality
[7], a technique is needed to treat cases when k ¿ r. This is one of the problems
treated in [29].
Bermond et al. [4] propose the following. Suppose that we are to construct a covering
with replication number at most r and blocksize at most k, and our objective is to
maximize the number of elements. Choose q so that q is a power of a prime, q+16 r,
and q is as large as possible subject to these constraints. Then form PG(2; q) on
element set V of size q2 + q + 1, and with block set B. A weight function ! :
V → Z+ from elements to positive integers is to be chosen, and a set of elements
W = {(x; i): x∈V and 16 i6!(x)} de2ned. The weight of an element indicates the
number of times that it is replicated in W . One chooses ! so that the weight of block
B, !(B) =
∑
x∈B !(x)6 k, for every B∈B, and de2nes a new set of blocks
D= {{(x; i): x∈B and 16 i6!(x)}: B∈B}:
Then (W;D) is a covering with blocksizes at most k, replication number q + 16 r,
and
∑
x∈V !(x) elements. Naturally, the problem is to determine ! so as to constrain
the weight of each block to k while maximizing the number of elements. Bermond et
al. [4,5] conjecture that the covering with replication number at most r, block sizes
at most k, and the largest number of elements, arises in this manner when r − 1 is
a prime power. It follows from a theorem of FOuredi [14] that such a covering can
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have at most rk − (r− 1)
k=r elements. Now, choosing ! so that all element weights
are as equal as possible subject to the constraint on block weight leads to coverings
for which FOuredi’s bound is achieved in2nitely often, and approaches this bound as
k → ∞ for 2xed r when r − 1 is a prime power [5,6]. Hence, although there are
many potential methods for producing coverings, FOuredi’s result establishes that the
asymptotically optimal coverings arise from replicating elements in projective planes.
Bermond et al. [5,6] do not address the question of 2nding the largest number of
elements in a covering with block size at most k and replication number at most r
precisely. Yener et al. [29], however, employ a similar underlying strategy but develop
techniques for specifying the weight of each element in the projective plane so as to
maximize the number of elements. We introduce their technique next. To produce a
covering with v elements, blocksizes at most k, and replication number at most r, let
S = {q2 + q + 1: q + 16 r and q is a prime power}. Thus S consists of the numbers
of elements in all known projective planes whose order does not exceed r − 1. A
scaling formula is a sequence of integers from S, 0; : : : ; t , for which
∑t
i=0 i= v and
i¿ i+1 for 06 i¡ t.
Yener et al. [29] then choose the desarguesian projective plane on 0 elements to
be the base design (V;B). They determine weights as follows (in fact, they actually
duplicate elements in their method, but it is equivalent). Start with all element weights
in V equal to 1. Weights are then increased in t phases. For 16 i6 t, within phase
i the weights of precisely i elements are increased by one, and the weights of the
remaining elements left unchanged. We then can concentrate on those elements that
are to be replicated within a single phase.
Within each phase, elements are selected in a greedy fashion one at a time. Each
selection of an element proceeds by 2rst identifying a set C0 of candidates consisting
of those elements not already selected in this phase. The set C0 of candidates is further
restricted by de2ning C1 ⊆ C0 so that x∈C1 whenever x∈C0 and x does not lie on a
block whose weight is maximum. It may happen that C1 = ∅ (i.e., that every element
in C0 appears on a maximum weight block); when this occurs, C1 is set equal to
C0 since every selection will lead to an increase in the maximum weight of a block.
Next the remaining candidates in C1 are restricted further, 2rst by examining for each
x∈C1 the minimum weight of a block containing x. Only those candidates that lie on
a minimum weight block among these is retained, to form a smaller set C2 ⊆ C1, of
candidates. Finally, among the candidates in C2, one determines for each the second
smallest weight of a block containing the element; and the 2nal set of candidates
C3 ⊆ C2 is chosen to be those elements in C2 whose second smallest block is the least
among these. Once the candidate set C3 is identi2ed in this way, an element x∈C3 is
selected at random, and the weight of x is incremented.
The main goal of the greedy method is to avoid producing blocks of larger weight
than is necessary—hence the restriction to candidates in C1. A secondary goal is to
avoid the proliferation of blocks of low weight, as one expects all blocks in an opti-
mal covering to have weights close to equal—hence the restriction to candidates in C3.
Yener et al. [29] in their Claim 3 assert that, given a scaling formula, this algorithm
(equivalent to their Algorithm 7) “scales the base design with minimum increase in its
block size”.
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An implementation of the algorithm was undertaken. Experiments were then per-
formed with the algorithm using scaling formulas for r=q+1 where q is a prime power,
and q2+q+1¡v¡ 2(q2+q+1), so that the scaling formula contains only two values—
the base design PG(2; q) and one phase of replication. In 2500 trials for each PG(2; q),
the algorithm succeeded in 2nding the minimum as claimed when q= 2; 3; 4; 5. How-
ever, when q=7, the algorithm did not perform as expected. For PG(2; 7) arising from
the diMerence set {1,6,7,9,19,38,42,49} , the trials with v=57+7, 57+13, and 57+21
fail to produce the same maximum block size each time. With v=57+7, for example,
the greedy method can select elements (14; 18; 5; 7; 49; 10; 46) for duplication to achieve
a maximum blocksize of 11, but can also choose elements (11; 48; 42; 54; 25; 30; 45) to
achieve a maximum blocksize of 10. Similarly, with v = 57 + 13, one trial chooses
(14; 18; 5; 7; 49; 10; 46; 29; 6; 21; 16; 50; 47) to achieve a maximum blocksize of 12, while
another chooses
(11; 48; 42; 54; 25; 30; 45; 49; 12; 26; 1; 32; 10)
to achieve a maximum blocksize of 11. With v= 57 + 21, one trial selects
(14; 18; 5; 7; 49; 10; 46; 29; 6; 21; 16; 50; 47; 35; 0; 56; 31; 11; 20; 13; 22)
for
maximum blocksize 13, while another chooses
(55; 43; 35; 5; 23; 7; 0; 38; 34; 46; 14; 37; 1; 44; 3; 19; 48; 24; 26; 11; 17)
for maximum blocksize 12.
One concludes that the algorithm proposed does not in fact guarantee the minimum
increase in the blocksize, even when the scaling formula is 2xed. Experiments with
larger projective planes con2rm this, and hence it appears that only in planes of very
small order is the greedy method proposed suQcient to ensure minimum increase in
the blocksize.
One might hope that, while not guaranteeing the minimum increase in the maximum
blocksize, the algorithm does guarantee that when 1 elements are replicated in a plane
on 0 elements, the maximum blocksize does not exceed the sum of the blocksizes
of the planes on 0 and 1 elements. However, the scaling formula 91 + 73 leads to
maximum blocksize 20¿ 10 + 9 in 2329 of 2500 trials; formula 133 + 91 leads to
blocksize 23¿ 12+ 10 in 16 of 2500 trials; and formula 183+ 133 leads to blocksize
27¿ 14 + 12 in 155 of 2500 trials. Hence, as described, the algorithm can fail even
to ensure that the blocksize does not exceed the sum of the blocksizes of the planes
whose numbers of elements appear in the scaling formula.
We modi2ed the greedy strategy in order to improve its performance. A simple
exchange heuristic is to examine the eMect of replacing one of the replicated elements
by one of the elements not yet replicated. We examined the number of blocks of
maximum length before and after such a replacement, and if the number of such blocks
did not increase, we carried out the replacement. Potential replacements are selected
randomly, and the process repeated until no decrease in the number of maximum length
blocks has been observed for some 2xed number of trials (in our tests, for 10 000 trials).
We tested this additional heuristic against the basic greedy method of [29] on PG(2; 8),
and found that it makes an observable improvement. For example, in 50 executions of
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the two methods, the greedy method obtains an average maximum blocksize of 11.24
for scaling formula 73 + 7, while the exchange heuristic improves this to 11.00. For
73 + 21, greedy obtains average maximum blocksize 13.14 but the exchange heuristic
obtains 13.00. For 73 + 57, greedy obtains average maximum blocksize 17.82 but
exchange obtains 17.00. The eMectiveness of the exchange heuristic indicates that the
greedy strategy is, perhaps, not focussing suQciently on the proliferation of maximum
length blocks. However, we do not expect simple heuristics to lead to the optimum
solution with any regularity. Moreover, the addition of further heuristics has an adverse
eMect on the computation time to produce the covering.
3. (k; n)-arcs in projective planes
It is natural to ask whether there is an eQcient algorithm for selecting elements to
replicate so as to ensure that the maximum blocksize does not exceed the sum of the
blocksizes of the planes whose numbers of elements appear in the scaling formula.
We devise a very simple algorithm to ensure this next. Consider a phase in which
i=x2+x+1 elements are to be chosen for replication in a base design on 0=q2+q+1
elements, i.e., PG(2; q). We suppose that x¡q, for otherwise all elements are to be
replicated in this phase. We begin by selecting at random an element z of PG(2; q),
and 2nding x+1 blocks B0; : : : ; Bx each containing z. For 06 i6 x, let Ci be a random
set of x+1 elements of Bi, including z. Then we replicate the x(x+1)+1 elements in⋃x
i=0 Ci. Evidently each block containing z has at most x+1 of its elements replicated.
A block not containing z intersects each block B0; : : : ; Bx in one element, and hence
contains at most x+1 of the replicated elements. It follows that no blocksize increases
by more than x+1 in this phase. Indeed, one can do better. When x6 q, if one chooses
x + 1 elements in Ci not including z, then (x + 1)2 elements can be replicated while
increasing the maximum blocksize by at most x + 1.
An apparently harder question is to determine the minimum increase in the maximum
blocksize. For this purpose, there is no compelling reason to restrict the entries in the
scaling formula, except of course 0, to be numbers of elements in a projective plane.
Henceforth, we relax the requirement on a scaling formula so that 0 be the number
of elements in a projective plane, and that 1; : : : ; t be positive integers satisfying
i+16 i for 06 i¡ t. We require further design theoretic notation.
A (k; n)-arc in a projective plane of order q is a nonempty set K of k elements
such that n is the maximum number of elements in K that appear together on a block.
A (k; 2)-arc is a k-arc. The existence of (k; n)-arcs has been extensively studied, but
their importance here is that the maximum number mn(q) of elements in a (k; n)-arc
in PG(2; q) is precisely the same as the maximum number of elements that can be
replicated without increasing the maximum blocksize by more than n.
Barlotti [2] established that mn(q)6 (n−1)(q+1)+1. A simple computation estab-
lishes that when PG(2; q) contains a (k; n)-arc whose size meets this bound, replicating
the elements of the arc yields equality in the asymptotic bound of FOuredi [14] discussed
earlier. Unfortunately, the determination of mn(q) is a very diQcult problem in 2nite
geometry that remains far from settled [17–19]. Except when n = q + 1, equality in
Barlotti’s bound can only be achieved when n is a divisor of q [2], and is achieved in
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two trivial cases: when n= 1 (by a single element), and when n= q by all elements
not lying on a 2xed block. When q is a second or higher power of a prime, nontrivial
arcs meeting Barlotti’s bound always exist when q is a power of 2 and n is a divisor
of q [13]. However, in a recent breakthrough it has been shown that they never exist
when q is a power of an odd prime [1].
When mn(q) does not realize Barlotti’s bound, extensive research has attempted
to obtain lower and upper bounds, and speci2c exact values; as an introduction to
the extensive literature here, we suggest [3,15,16,24,26] and the surveys [17,19]. Each
lower bound can lead to a replication scheme for producing a covering, and each upper
bound establishes a limit on how well such a replication scheme can do.
We consider one speci2c example of developing a replication scheme using (k; n)-arcs.
In 2500 trials on the scaling formula 183 + 73, every single trial yields a maximum
blocksize of 22 = 14 + 8. However, PG(2; 13) has a (79; 7)-arc, and hence replicating
73 of the 79 elements in the arc yields a covering with maximum blocksize 21. Nat-
urally, the existence of the (79; 7)-arc does not provide a simple technique for 2nding
it in order to determine which elements to replicate. To generalize this example, and
to establish that the required arcs are easily found, we recall some well known results
[18]. When q is even, m2(q) = q + 2 and the (q + 2)-arc is termed a hyperoval. A
(q+ 1)-arc is termed an oval, and when q is odd, m2(q) = q+ 1.
PG(2; q), given as the diMerence set (0; b1; : : : ; bq), contains an oval on the elements
{0; q2 + q+1− b1; : : : ; q2 + q+1− bq}. Given PG(2; q) as the design (V;B), the dual
is a set system with elements {xB: B∈B} and blocks D = {{xB: y∈B∈B}: y∈V}.
This notation can be more simply interpreted as interchanging the roles of blocks and
elements. The dual of a projective plane is a projective plane, and the dual of PG(2; q)
is again PG(2; q). The dual of a k-arc is a set of k blocks, so that every element of
the plane lies on at most two blocks in the dual k-arc. Since the dual is again a plane,
every pair of blocks intersect. Hence, elements can be classi2ed as corners that lie on
two blocks of the dual arc, covered elements that lie on one, and exterior elements
that lie on none. Next is depicted a dual 6-arc.
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Every block meets the points on the blocks of a dual (2‘ − 1)-arc in at least ‘
elements, since it meets each of the 2‘ − 1 blocks in an element, and can meet two
blocks together only at a corner. Now, as an example, PG(2; 13) has an 13-arc (part of
the 14-arc forming an oval), and so has a dual 13-arc. There are 78 corner elements,
26 covered elements, and 79 exterior elements, and these last form the (79,7)-arc
mentioned above. In general, a dual (2‘−1)-arc in PG(2; q) has ( 2‘−12 ) corners, (2‘−
1)(q+3−2‘) covered elements, and q2 +q+1− (2‘−1)(q+2−‘) exterior elements,
and hence gives a (q2 + q+ 1− (2‘− 1)(q+ 2− ‘); q+ 1− ‘)-arc in PG(2; q). Often
one can improve upon this basic strategy by 2nding a dual k-arc for which no block
meets ‘ − 1 corners. Indeed if each block not in the dual (2‘ − 1)-arc meets at most
c corners, then the x exterior elements form an (x; q + 1 − (2‘ − 1) + c)-arc. When
c = 2, Ling and Colbourn [23] call this a scattering dual arc, but only some sporadic
computational results are available.
This short discussion of (k; n)-arcs and their application is not intended to exhaust
their uses in the construction of coverings for the network design problem, but rather
to indicate two things. First of all, the determination of the optimal coverings appears
likely to be very diQcult, involving the exact determination of mn(q). Secondly, on a
brighter note, existing techniques for producing large (k; n)-arcs appear to be very useful
in obtaining practical solutions, providing a technique that is at once more accurate,
and computationally simpler, than the greedy method of [29].
4. Di%erence covers
Previous eMorts on this network design problem have not addressed the question
of how to proceed when the degree constraint r is not one more than the order of
a projective plane, except to suggest that the degree constraint be reduced until this
constraint is met. Consider, for example, the case when r = 7. There is no plane of
order 6, and hence the plane PG(2; 5) can be used. In this case, if v = 39 and r = 7,
the scaling formula 31 + 8 leads to maximum blocksize 9, while the scaling formula
21+ 17 leads to maximum blocksize 10. However, there is a covering on 39 elements
with replication number 7 and blocksize 7 [28], and hence in this case replication of
elements in planes does not appear to lead to the best solution. For this reason, we
mention a less well studied generalization of diMerence sets that can lead to (slightly)
smaller blocksizes for certain degree constraints.
A di3erence cover modulo v of order q, D = {d0; : : : ; dq}, has the property that
{di − dj: 06 i; j6 q and i = j}, arithmetic modulo v, contains every nonzero integer
in Zv. Hence, every nonzero diMerence arises at least once as the diMerence modulo v of
two elements in D. When v=q2+q+1, a diMerence cover is a diMerence set. However,
while diMerence sets only exist for certain values of q, diMerence covers exist for every
value of q. Of course, the price one pays is that the number of elements v is less than
q2 + q + 1 in general. Now, adding each integer i to the elements of D in turn, we
produce v blocks forming a covering with blocksize q+1 and replication number q+1.
Wiedemann [28] gives a diMerence cover modulo 39 of order 6, which provides the
illustration given above. He also presents a table of the smallest order diMerence cover
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modulo v for each value of v6 133. Unfortunately, these computational results are not
at present accompanied by a useful theory. A result of Wichmann [11,27] establishes
that a diMerence cover modulo v exists with order at most
√
3
2
√
v+ 3, but this bound
is not suQciently tight to guarantee that diMerence covers exist which yield better
coverings than those obtained by simply employing a projective plane with smaller
replication number. Nevertheless, for certain small replication numbers such as 7 (a
diMerence cover modulo 39), and 11 (a diMerence cover modulo 95 [28]), it appears
that diMerence covers can improve upon the use of planes. However, in this case, the
structure of the covers does not share the algebraic structure of the desarguesian planes,
and so one ought not to expect to 2nd simple strategies for determining elements to
replicate. In this case, the greedy method of Yener et al. [29] appears to be an excellent
heuristic technique.
5. Conclusions
Producing coverings for the network design problem of Yener et al. [29] is intimately
tied to the structure of projective planes by the bound of FOuredi, and the structure of
optimal coverings is closely related to the rich algebraic and combinatorial structure
of the planes. While the greedy method does not appear to lead to optimal solutions,
in general, one can exploit known results on (k; n)-arcs in projective planes to reach
the optimum in some cases, and to improve upon the greedy strategy in others. The
improvement is both in terms of the parameters of the covering achieved, and in terms
of the computational diQculty of producing the covering. Finally, we reiterate that the
exact determination of parameters for an optimal covering is likely very diQcult, as it
appears to require the solution of a number of well studied, but still open, problems.
Bierbrauer [8] examines a related problem on assigning weights to elements of aQne
planes, and he [9] establishes useful connections from the coverings from projective
planes to binary codes, which support these observations.
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